DDACTS 2.0

Webinar Series
Throughout 2021 IADLEST is hosting a series of NO-COST
1-hour webinars on using data to manage and deploy
resources to decrease crashes, crime, and other social harms.
Guiding Principle #7
Monitoring,
Evaluation, and
Adjustments and
Outcomes
September 15th, 2021
How do you know if your
DDACTS operational
strategy is working? Is
your agency
experiencing true crash
and crime reductions?
How do you know? What
data are you using for
comparison purposes? Is
your program doing
more harm than good?
This is the final webinar
in an 8-part series on
DDACTS 2.0. Recordings of
all previous webinars in
the series are available.

Training Objectives

1. Determine the most effective methods to monitor
operations through data collection.
2. Based on the analysis of operational data, evaluate the
impact of operations on reducing crashes, crimes.
3. Explore agency analysis to determine progress in the
DDACTS areas and guide subsequent deployment options.
4. From the examples provided, determine how to assess
your current DDACTS operations to ensure your strategies
do not cause any unintended harm.
5. Analyze any needed adjustments to achieve your agency
plan to reduce your crash and crime outcomes.

Presenters

Peggy Schaefer (Host) -- IADLEST Project Manager, NHTSA
DDACTS. Peggy served as Director of the North Carolina Justice
Academy, serving over 85,000 officers.
Daniel Howard (Host) -- IADLEST Project Manager, TxDOT
DDACTS. Daniel is a retired police commander with more than 35
years in public safety and a DDACTS SME since 2011.

Debra Piehl (Guest Speaker) -- IADLEST Senior Analytical
Specialist, DDACTS. Debra has been a crime analyst for many
years at the local, state, and federal levels.
Craig Spingarn (Guest Speaker) -- Denver Police Dept., CO.
Craig has over 25 years of experience in law enforcement and
is currently assigned to Major Crimes – Homicide.

Click Here to Register

